
Simple Chronology

2018 Feb. Gray Rhino Dream revealed to me.  I learn about Gray Rhino symbolism in 
Chinese this year regarding obvious large problems when they start moving quickly. The 
impact on Provo is made apparent. See Economic transition area of the website for details 
of the concept of this in China

2018  The impact of the more limited acceptance of the fullness given to Joseph is quietly 
made clear - regarding priesthood for all, simple missionary powers of example, 
and other ways of more agency based education that could replace much of what 
we do now in fear to teach youth.

2017 March Promptings to proclaim this work. I feel to call Saints to live law of 
consecration and discuss this with bishops. Saviors visit in Seoul Korea temple and 
confirmation of servant leader role for this worldwide work. Robert White, a sister taught 
on my mission comes to me from the spirit world to remind me of a work wide mission I 
have. Chris Caldwell (Roberts) is prompted to share a bold testimony of this work.  
Confirmation from John the Revelator comes in the Taiwan temple, and prompting to 
write the temple President. Rejecting of this work by leadership in Nauvoo is made clear - 
though they have never read the Joseph Smith papers or Council of Fifty minutes. 

2016 Move to Taiwan and revealed I am to teach Gospel principles using the seven centers 
of the body. Confirmation in Salt Lake Temple to use essential oils in this work. 
Dream of Elder Bednar rising in Church leadership and asking me of this work and 
needing this work, a work the Church is somewhat handicap or limited in doing - 
(as their primary mission is to teach of Christ and the principles and ordinances of 
the Gospel) Stake and Ward Taiwan Church leaders are open to this and advise 
their wives to learn more. Several stake leaders (women) received witnesses by the 
Holy Ghost of this work. Before traveling to Taiwan I am prompted to attend the 

Roots Conference and am drawn to the Jewish booth. The spirit prompts me about my 
Jewish Stepmother, Joyce Diamond and her spiritual bonds we had and will have forever 
in doing Heavens work. I confirm her Jewish ancestory online. 

2015 Advisory Board formed. 
         Joseph Smith history and Living Constitution being within the councils is discovered,      

and that the seven centers are the living constitution or spiritual anatomy. 
         7 centers revealed as Simple Living Centers while in Jordan River Temple
         Hyrum Smith vision - and Hyrum figure to come forth. (date approximate)

2014 Advisory board formed. Small miracles attend this. 

2013 Revelation this is a millennial organization and the work foreseen in Ezekiel 34.

2012 Invited to meetings in spirit world regarding this work

2011 Economic issues with centralization of wealth revealed by the spirit. Second witness 
of multitudes of Chinese comes to me. Witnesses come to a former bishop 
and key fundraiser at UVU regarding this work. Also marriage to Suhsin Tu, return  
missionary raised in Taiwan. She had been told to come to America and blessing so 
great she could not imagine of great — would come to her. 

2010 Taken to spirit world and shown simplicity of endowment.
         It is revealed that Simple Living Centers are to neighborhood facilities built that they 

may be turned into temples one day. 
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         Ministered to by John the Revelator while in the Timpanogos temple regarding 
three key fiscal pieces. When traveliing to California from Utah, the names Simple 
Living Centers and Habitat for Health revealed. Witnesses from Joseph and Emma 
Smith, along with multitudes of those of Chinese ancestory.  Earlier witnesses come 
back to me - given in about 1980 and during my mission. Witnesses come to a 
prominent Provo man regarding this work, on the forth of July. 

            Tipping point revelation received while ministered when doing the business plan. 

2008 abt. I learn the power of divine love in taken deep emotional pains from past 
generations given to me. 

2004  Building sold to LDS Church for their motion picture studio, and sold for part 
tything credit that I feel will help start this project. Guided to job renovating the 
state capitol facilities, LDS Council Hall, White Chapel and Daughters of Utah 
Pioneer Museum- in addition to Capitol, House and Senate buildings. 

2000  I am told this work at the Alta Vista Education Center will be a pattern for a 
worldwide to feed countries, that this work would start in eastern Asia, and that I 
would be in a parallel role to the Prophet. I resisted saying what I was receiving and 
the spirit said to speak the truth that I was receiving and do not deny it. Serious 
persecution and threats to our children and family come. I experience for three 
days, experiences regarding the centers of the body, and pains helping us learn, and 
the power to command, receive the atonement and have pains taken. 

1999   I am told I will develop a way for mothers to teach their children to prepare for the 
temple. I resist acting on this feeling it is the Church’s stewardship, not mine. 
Graduate work at BYU in family centered schools completed. 
My wife is visited for times from someone of Chinese ancestory and spelled the 
name of a child to adopt from China. Ten years of foundation and adoption work 
with China follows. 

1997   Building site found for Alta Vista Education Center and construction finished in 
April. We start with part time students and school councils and project based learning and 
service learning. Many youth make significant changes in how they see school, learning 
and life. 
1993 I receive an ephipany of keys to bonding and emotional health and cooperative like 
behavior with youth. Others are almost incapable of cooperation .. as the have basic fears 
or abandonment. 

1988 Smith Trust funds received and consecrated. Vision of Two buildings given to me. 

1987 Guided to run community college facilities program using open Councils.

1980 Married to Adriana Smith Brown born 15 May 1960. Born the day the Aaronic 
Priesthood was restored.  She said the Holy Ghost witnessed to her to marry me, as 
she was considering a mission instead of marriage. 

1979  Prompted to go to employment center and hired to work on LDS temple facilities.
           Home from my mission with no funds I live a short time in dads car, and find a 
rental home. The advesary comes and  I learn I have power to cast him out.

1978  Priesthood testimony comes powerfully - instilling D and C 121 to me. An accident 
on Jan. 1st of 1978 where my entire face is badly hurt and I am hard to recognize. 
Healing comes in 3 days and I am back to work. This event would be a pattern of 
my life end I learn. A sister received a witness she tells me of a worldwide work I 
have. (Sister White)
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1976 Called to Washington DC mission. 
Near this time, I learn from a speaker on the last days of a worldwide work for a man 
whose name is like the House of David and how he will start this work when traveling 
from one state to another in the future. 

1973 When reading the Book of Revelation for the first time, I am in awe as I am taken to  
the spirit world and shown the entire Book in Simple form and shown the division in the 
last days. 


